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In the past two years, Wall Street has been shaken by a series of scandals in which investment bankers and lawyers have been charged with illegally trading in securities and tipping others about corporate takeovers planned by their own clients. Trading in a target company's stock by intermediaries, such as investment bankers and lawyers, prior to the public announcement of a tender offer or merger can drive up the price of the target shares, thereby making the acquisition more difficult and less prof-

1. The Wall Street scandals have mushroomed into more than a dozen government enforcement actions and an increasing number of private suits, involving hundreds of millions of dollars in damages. See infra note 38. In May 1986, the first defendants were charged with insider trading: Dennis B. Levine, a managing director at the investment banking firm of Drexel Burnham Lambert; Michael David, an attorney at the law firm of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison; Martin Shapiro, a stockbroker; and Andrew Solomon, an analyst at an arbitrage firm. In July 1986, two former investment bankers at Lazard Frères and Shearson Lehman Brothers and a takeover lawyer at Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz were accused of exchanging confidential information with Mr. Levine. All defendants, except Michael David, pled guilty to at least some of the charges against them. The real bombshell landed in November 1986, when Ivan Boesky, Wall Street's most successful arbitrager, paid a $100 million penalty for trading on inside information supplied by Mr. Levine and pled guilty to a criminal charge. In February 1987, Martin Siegel, a prominent managing director at Drexel Burnham, pled guilty to insider trading and agreed to cooperate with the government. That same month, three additional Wall Street figures—a Goldman, Sachs partner, a former official at Merrill Lynch, and a Kidder, Peabody vice president—were charged with a conspiracy to exchange information that allegedly earned the participants millions of dollars in illegal profits. These last three indictments have been dismissed voluntarily and the government has indicated that it plans to seek new indictments based on the same facts in the near future. Coll, Judge Asked to Probe Leaks in Insider Case, Wash. Post, June 5, 1987, at F2, col. 2; see Crudele, Fallen Deal Maker Regarded As Top Corporate Protector, N.Y. Times, Feb. 14, 1987, at 1, col. 2; Stewart & Hertzberg, Inside-Trading Scandal Implicates High Aides at Goldman, Kidder, Wall St. J., Feb. 13, 1987, at 1, col. 6; Lewin, Some Assert S.E.C. Pushes Law Too Far, N.Y. Times, July 21, 1986, at D1, col. 2.

2. A "target" is a company that is the object of a tender offer or merger proposal by an "acquirer" company that seeks control of the target through the acquisition of shares of target stock.

3. Intermediaries include investment banks, law and accounting firms, printers, and public relations firms hired by corporations to facilitate corporate control transactions. This Note focuses on the role of investment banks, although the analysis may be applied to other intermediaries as well.
itable for a potential acquirer. This Note argues that an acquirer who entrusts confidential information to an intermediary should recover damages from the intermediary firm for breach of contract when insider trading by the firm's agents based on the confidential information increases the cost of the takeover. This cause of action will effectively compensate injured acquirers who have engaged an intermediary to perform services, encourage greater supervision of employees by intermediaries and deter insider trading.

This Note first explains why an acquirer whose confidential information is misused by an agent of the intermediary should recover from the intermediary for the higher costs of a takeover. Section II outlines how the acquirer may use a common law breach of contract theory to hold the employer of the inside trader liable. Finally, Section III discusses how the acquirer can demonstrate causation and prove damages with reasonable certainty under the proposed contract remedy.

I. THE IMPACT OF INSIDER TRADING ON ACQUIRERS IN CORPORATE TAKEOVERS

A. The Problem

The growing number and increased value of merger and acquisition transactions has created opportunities for large, quick profits from insider trading. To complete a tender offer, an acquirer may purchase the stock of a target, usually by paying a substantial premium over the market price of the target shares before the announcement of the takeover. The success

4. See infra notes 60-73 and accompanying text.
5. The following discussion assumes that the leak of information has not been authorized by the client acquirer. See infra note 73. If insider trading by intermediaries has caused the price to rise so much that the deal becomes prohibitively expensive and is aborted, the acquirer might assert a claim that breach of contract deprived it entirely of a business opportunity; however, the extremely speculative nature of these damages would probably preclude significant recovery.
7. Arbitrager Ivan Boesky recently was forced to disgorge $50 million in illegal insider trading profits. Dennis Levine allegedly earned $12.6 million by illegally trading in takeover targets. Stewart & Hertzberg, Post-Levine Trauma Ends, But Arbitragers Are Hurt by Fallout, Wall St. J., Oct. 28, 1986, at 1, col. 6. It is likely that continuing investigations will uncover more examples. Systematic abuse of inside information may be a by-product of the change in merger advisory services from a profitable sideline for major Wall Street firms in the 1970's to the mainstay of many of their businesses in the 1980's. Metz, Trading Abuses Run Deep on Wall Street, Wall St. J., Feb. 17, 1987, at 31, col. 1. Although insider trading has been recognized as illegal since the 1960's, some commentators believe that it should be permitted and does not harm shareholders. See, e.g., Manne, In Defense of Insider Trading, HARV. BUS. REV., Nov.–Dec. 1966, at 113.
8. Analysts have proposed various explanations for why takeovers occur at a premium, such as synergistic gains from the combination of two firms and replacement of inefficient managers. See, e.g., Coffee, Regulating the Market for Corporate Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender Offer's
of such transactions often depends on maintaining secrecy. An acquirer
company incurs considerable "sunk information costs" to identify poten-
tial acquisition candidates. These sunk costs include research fees to in-
vestment banks, the cost of assembling and holding capital, and the opportu-
nity costs of managers' time. An insider who knows of an impending
tender offer or merger may buy, or tip others to buy, shares of the target
before public announcement of the deal. The insider or "tippee" can then
sell the shares at a profit when the target share price rises after the take-
over information is made public.

Insider trading in target stock prior to the public announcement of a
tender offer or merger tends to drive up the stock's price. This rise in
target share price may alert other potential acquirers that the target stock
is undervalued, and cause them to make competing bids. Moreover, the
price rise may cause the target management to undertake defensive mea-
sures. These developments make the deal more costly to the acquirer
and may even abort the takeover.

Suits by acquirers to recoup losses resulting from insider trading would

Role in Corporate Governance, 84 Colum. L. Rev. 1145, 1163-75 (1984). Conversely, other com-
mentators have argued that post-merger gains for acquirers are illusory. Compare Langetieg, An
Application of a Three-Factor Performance Index to Measure Stockholder Gains from Merger, 6 J.
Fin. Econ. 365, 381 (1978) (mergers lead to normal or slightly superior gains to acquirers) with
Malatesta, The Wealth Effect of Merger Activity and the Objective Functions of Merging Firms, 11
J. Fin. Econ. 155 (1983) (few acquirers gain over long term).

9. Easterbrook & Fischel, Auctions and Sunk Costs in Tender Offers, 35 Stan. L. Rev. 1, 3-7
(1982). See also infra note 23. In addition, the acquirer may suffer a loss on any target stock the
acquirer bought before the announcement of the tender offer if the takeover is thwarted. For example,
Carl Icahn, after an unsuccessful raid on USX Corporation, found himself stuck with $600 million in
shares he could sell only at a substantial loss. See When Going Gets Rough, Corporate Raiders Get

10. See infra note 11.

11. See Givoly & Palmon, Insider Trading and the Exploitation of Inside Information: Some
Empirical Evidence, 58 J. Bus. 69, 69-71 (1985) (insider trading leads to price effects which cause
excess return to insider); Keown & Pinkerton, Merger Announcements and Insider Trading Activity:
An Empirical Investigation, 36 J. Fin. 855, 855, 863, 866 (1981); see also Stewart & Hertzberg,
supra note 7, at 28, col. 1. Ivan Boesky's trading in a stock based on inside information obtained
illegally from Dennis Levine provides a recent example of rapid price rises during a period of insider
trading. Boesky started buying shares of Nabisco Brands one week before the announcement of a
Nabisco-R.J. Reynolds merger. During the period when Boesky accumulated 377,000 shares, share
price rose from $65 to $71. Boesky made $4 million by selling his shares when the merger went
through at almost $83 a share. Arenson, How Wall Street Bred an Ivan Boesky, N.Y. Times, Nov.
23, 1986, at F1, col. 3, F8, col. 1; see also infra notes 62-64 and accompanying text.

12. Martin Lipton, the takeover defense law expert, recommends that companies implement a
stock watch program to detect accumulations and, where there are particular potential raiders, per-
form preemptive analysis of the raider from regulatory and financial standpoints. If a company ob-
serves unexplained price fluctuations or other signals, Lipton advocates a battery of measures to make
the company less vulnerable. 1 M. LIPTON & E. STEINBERGER, TAKEOVERS & FRIEZEOUTFS § 6.1,
at 264, 293-96 (1978). When a company becomes a takeover target, various defensive options are
open to it, including characterizing the offer as inadequate and filing suits against the raider for
violations of the securities laws. Id. at 296-325; see also 13A B. FOX & E. FOX, BUSINESS ORGANI-
ZATIONS: CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS AND MERGERS § 27.07[1] (1987); see, e.g., Unocal Corp. v.
Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985) (defensive tactics upheld under business judgment
rule if they are reasonable in comparison to threat posed; selective self-tender offer excluding acquirer
approved).
serve several important purposes. First, while civil suits by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and criminal prosecutions provide deterrence by fines, disgorgement, and imprisonment, such suits do not compensate the damaged acquirer. A private suit by an acquirer would serve the goal of providing the acquirer with a legal remedy for its often substantial economic loss.

Second, private enforcement is an effective supplement to SEC actions. The SEC, with its limited resources, is incapable of pursuing the increasing number of insider trading cases. If an injured acquirer can bear the costs and share in the benefits of enforcement against inside traders, more detection and deterrence will result, providing incentives for

13. Recently, several such suits have been brought. See infra notes 38-39. One might ask why, if suits by acquirers serve beneficial purposes and can be based on common law breach of contract principles, acquirers have not brought these suits before. First, in recent years the government has pursued successfully a greater number of insider trading cases involving very large sums, contributing to the development of the federal securities law on insider trading as well as sometimes providing judgments that can be used collaterally by private litigants against inside traders. See Parklane Hosier Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322 (1979) (permitting use of offensive collateral estoppel against defendant found in previous suit by SEC to have violated securities laws). Second, attitudes of corporations toward this type of litigation may only now be changing. In the past, companies viewed the substantial legal fees and slim chances of return from suing other companies as a losing proposition. Recently, however, the huge sums of money at stake for acquirers and the development of the law of insider trading (the "misappropriation" theory in particular, see infra note 29 and accompanying text), may have made companies more optimistic about recovery and more willing to risk the costs of litigation. See Power, Insider Trading: Must Employers Pay Damages?, Wall St. J., Sept. 8, 1986, at 29, col. 2. One lawyer involved in the Anheuser-Busch suit, see infra note 38, has observed that the $50 million in illegal profits disgorged by Ivan Boesky may be "only a drop in the bucket when it comes to the damages suffered by a company that made a large acquisition at an inflated price." Lewin, Employer Role in Insider Suits, N. Y. Times, Nov. 18, 1986, at D2, col. 1.

14. Certain injured parties (shareholders who can prove they were harmed) are compensated out of funds of disgorged profits set up and distributed by the SEC. One such fund was set up by the court as part of the final order settling the SEC suit against Kidder, Peabody; the court ordered that a "Disgorgement Fund" be set up to compensate plaintiffs with valid claims. SEC v. Kidder, Peabody & Co., No. 87-3869(RO), slip op. at 10-11 (S.D.N.Y. 1987) (final judgment of permanent injunction).

15. The Supreme Court has "emphasized that implied private actions provide 'a most effective weapon in the enforcement' of the securities laws and are a 'necessary supplement to Commission action.'" Bateman Eichler, Hill Richards, Inc. v. Berner, 472 U.S. 299, 310 (1985) (quoting J.I. Case Co. v. Borak, 377 U.S. 426, 432 (1964)). In addition, Congress has endorsed private enforcement as essential to the Commission's role:

With a relatively small staff charged with administrative responsibility for policing potentially unlawful securities-related activities, the Commission cannot be expected to bring actions against even a large portion of those engaged in . . . activities that are prohibited by federal law. . . . [P]rivate lawsuits serve as an added deterrent to conduct made unlawful by Congress, without the necessity of government involvement.


16. The number of insider trading cases brought by the SEC more than doubled between 1984 and 1986, and "many fear the S.E.C. may be over its head in dealing with the sheer volume of cases it is uncovering." Nash, Suddenly a Sleepy S.E.C. Is Wide Awake, N.Y. Times, Nov. 23, 1986, at E5, col. 1.

17. Although some may contend that stricter internal monitoring will disrupt business, the evidence indicates that this will not occur. In the wake of recent scandals, some observers foresee investment houses imposing "draconian regulations" to control the number of people who have access to confidential information. See Why Wall Street Is Rife with Crime, N.Y. Times, Feb. 15, 1987, at F3, col. 1. Firms realize that they must set up more effective controls, perhaps including awareness programs, and will be able to do so at a reasonable cost. See id.; Dingell, First Set Higher Ethical
enforcement of higher ethical standards at intermediary firms.\textsuperscript{18} Disgorgement of profits by an employee does not place pressure on employers to implement standards that prevent information theft.\textsuperscript{19} The threat of liability for an uninsured loss\textsuperscript{20} will encourage investment banks, law firms and other intermediaries to improve internal controls and screen and monitor their employees more carefully.\textsuperscript{21}

\textit{Standards,} N.Y. Times, Mar. 8, 1987, at 2, col. 2. Recent insider trading scandals have already prompted renewed concern at many businesses. \textit{See, e.g., Insider Trading Scandal Prompts Renewed Warnings at Some Concerns,} Wall St. J., Dec. 9, 1986, at 1, col. 5 (Lotus Development Co. sends strongly worded letters to employees warning against trading on inside information; Raytheon Co. produces new videotape and booklet on ethical questions, including handling of confidential information, to supplement bi-annual warnings from legal department). Other precautions might include requiring an employee to get permission from his superior before discussing a takeover deal with someone in another department of the firm, barring employees from personal investment in the stock market or, for investment banks, physically isolating stock arbitrage departments.

Moreover, in the recent settlement by consent agreement of the SEC's charges against Kidder, Peabody, an investment bank, Kidder agreed to engage outside consultants to strengthen its review and compliance procedures, including measures to prevent and detect insider trading. \textit{In re Kidder, Peabody & Co.,} Adm. Proc. No. 3-6855, slip op. at 2-4 (SEC June 4, 1987) (SEC order).


19. Employers set standards for internal monitoring and determine the seriousness with which employees will regard the internal rules. \textit{See supra note 17.}


21. On the other hand, some argue that there may be little more that employers can do to deter insider trading. \textit{See Insider Trading Dilemma, 21 Mergers & Acquisitions,} July/Aug. 1986, at 7. When hiring employees, firms find it hard to predict who might trade on inside information. \textit{But see Bean, More Firms Use \textquotedblleft Attitude Tests\textquotedblright\ to Keep Thieves Off the Payroll,} Wall St. J., Feb. 27, 1987, at 41, col. 3 (written tests can predict how likely prospective employee is to be dishonest and steal from employer). The motivation for insider trading in many cases appears to be the conclusion that, after weighing the potential benefit against the probability of detection, chances of being caught are very small. \textit{See Vise, Levine Case Insider Gets Prison Term,} Wash. Post, Nov. 7, 1986, at F2, col. 3 (statement by United States Attorney Rudolph Giuliani that people in investment banking and securities business "balance risk of getting caught and consequences of apprehension versus the potential for easy money"). An effective method of increasing deterrence is to improve and publicize detection procedures used mainly by the SEC and the securities exchanges. In late 1986, the chairman of the SEC requested a budget increase to improve the SEC's computerized filing system for corporate reports and to bolster the SEC's enforcement staff. Ingersoll, Bigger SEC Budget, Clearer Definition of Insider Trading Backed by Senators, Wall St. J., Feb. 25, 1987, at 5, col. 1; Ingersoll & Swartz, \textit{Shad Is Seeking Biggest SEC Budget Rise in 50 Years to Bolster Enforcement Effort,} Wall St. J., Dec. 8, 1986, at 5, col. 1. Nonetheless, firms can play a role in raising the probability of detection through internal procedures, such as strictly monitoring the access of employees to sensitive information and limiting access to those working on a deal, and through cooperation with agencies investigating abnormal trading patterns. Some firms now have policies requiring employees to disclose all trading activity or even to refrain from owning any securities. \textit{See supra} note 17. In fact, firms which qualify as broker/dealers under the Securities Act are required by regulation and by the securities exchanges to monitor the trading activities of their employees. \textit{See, e.g.,} 17 C.F.R. § 240.17a-3(a)(7) (1986).
Third, acquirers will be more likely to incur sunk costs\textsuperscript{22} to obtain information leading to value-increasing business combinations if they believe there is a significant chance that they will be made whole should their information be misused.\textsuperscript{23} Commentators argue that a fluid market for corporate control, including the threat of cash tender offers, is important in creating incentives for management to maximize shareholder wealth, because the possibility of a takeover serves as a check on management.\textsuperscript{24} Thus, compensating acquirers fosters efficiency by preserving incentives for value-increasing transactions which maintain fluidity in the market for corporate control.

B. Possible Causes of Action by an Acquirer

Despite the growing sophistication of insider trading law, neither federal securities law nor common law tort actions can offer an injured acquirer adequate recovery. First, while the SEC and an injured purchaser or seller of a security may sue an inside trader under SEC Rules 10b-5\textsuperscript{25} and 14e-3,\textsuperscript{26} which prohibit certain purchases or sales of securities while a trader is in possession of material, nonpublic information,\textsuperscript{27} an acquirer probably cannot sue under either of the two securities law approaches to insider trading used by the courts. Under traditional Rule 10b-5 analysis,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{22} See supra text accompanying note 9.
  \item \textsuperscript{23} See Fischel, Efficient Capital Market Theory, the Market for Corporate Control, and the Regulation of Cash Tender Offers, 57 Tex. L. Rev. 1, 1 (1978). The incentive to undertake research costs is the anticipated gain from the increase in value of the offeror's equity investment after seizing control. \textit{Id.} at 4-5. When the law protects the ability of owners of privately produced information (acquirers) to turn the information into profit, the production of new information will be encouraged. Recognizing a property right in privately produced information will increase incentives to produce this information. \textit{Id.} at 27.
  \item There is a distinction between the detrimental effect on acquirers caused by insider trading, on one hand, and that caused by permissible defensive tactics, on the other. The issue of whether acquirers should be able to protect their information before a public bid is different from the debate over whether post-bid delays should be encouraged. Post-bid delays may deter searching, but they have the potentially countervailing positive effect of promoting auctions. \textit{See, e.g.}, Bebchuk, The Case for Facilitating Competing Tender Offers, 95 Harv. L. Rev. 1028 (1982). In contrast, pre-bid leaks caused by insider trading entail the same deterrent to searching as post-bid delays without a corresponding benefit. In other words, the pre-bid price rise may not affect other acquirers and begin an auction, but it primarily benefits the dishonest inside traders. \textit{But see} Manne, supra note 7.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Fischel, supra note 23, at 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Rule 10b-5 states that it shall be unlawful for any person:
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item To employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud,
      \item To make any untrue statement of a material fact or to omit to state a material fact . . . ,
      \item To engage in any act, practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person,
    \end{enumerate}
in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (1986).
  \item \textsuperscript{28} For a classic example of an insider trading case, see SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulfur Co., 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 394 U.S. 976 (1968). In Texas Gulf Sulfur, corporate employee insiders traded on the basis of material, nonpublic information regarding mineral discoveries by their employer. A suit by an acquirer against an intermediary is different because the valuable information concerns developments affecting the stock price of another company, the target.
\end{itemize}
recovery is predicated upon a fiduciary relationship based on trust and confidence between the inside trader and the selling shareholder. An acquirer, under such analysis, would have no cause of action because it is not owed such a duty; only the selling shareholders may sue, provided a duty is owed to them. An intermediary hired by an acquirer would not owe a duty to the selling shareholders. Under the newer and uncertain "misappropriation" theory endorsed by the Second Circuit, client acquirers lack standing to assert a claim under Rule 10b-5. The misappropriation theory posits that because information is known to be of value and disclosure is, or should be, known to be damaging, the wrongful conversion of information to one's own use by buying or tipping others is actionable under Rule 10b-5. In government enforcement actions, courts have held that use of confidential information by an employee of an intermediary violates a duty owed to their client. For a private plaintiff to have standing under Rule 10b-5, however, he must be a purchaser or seller of securities who was defrauded at the time the insider trading took place. An acquirer could not meet this test with regard to the bulk of securities purchased in an acquisition.

28. Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646, 655 (1982); Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222 (1980) (financial printer engaged by acquiree who traded on confidential client information not liable for violation of Rule 10b-5 because publisher owed no duty to target shareholders with whom he traded). If, however, officers or directors of the acquiree were to trade or tip on the basis of secret takeover information, they would violate Rule 10b-5. See supra note 27.

29. The Supreme Court recently decided Carpenter v. United States, No. 86-422 (U.S. Nov. 16, 1987) (LEXIS, Gendel library, US file), a case involving former Wall Street Journal reporter Foster Winans, who was convicted of violating Rule 10b-5 by trading on the basis of confidential publication schedules he "misappropriated" from his employer. The Court affirmed the mail and wire fraud convictions by 8 to 0, but deadlocked by 4 to 4 on the securities fraud issue concerning the misappropriation theory. The lower court's holding on the securities fraud issue remains intact, but the Supreme Court opinion on this issue lacks precedential value.

A bill on insider trading has been introduced in the U.S. Senate that would codify in large part the misappropriation theory. The bill would provide for liability of intermediaries if the intermediary knows, or is reckless in not knowing, that either the tipping of the information or trading on the tipped information is wrongful. In determining liability, it will be relevant to what extent the employer has taken reasonable steps to prevent and detect the proscribed conduct. The Insider Trading Proscriptions Act of 1987, S. 1380, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., 133 Cong. Rec. 8248-49, 8251 (1987).

30. See, e.g., SEC v. Materia, 745 F.2d 197, 203 (2d Cir. 1984) (misappropriation of confidential information regarding tender offers by employee of financial printer, and subsequent trading on such information, breached duty owed to employer's client and violated Rule 10b-5), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1053 (1985); United States v. Newman, 664 F.2d 12, 17 (2d Cir. 1981) (securities trader who fraudulently misappropriated confidential information for personal gain held criminally liable for breaching duty owed to his employer's clients "whose takeover plans were keyed to target company stock prices fixed by market forces, not artificially inflated through purchases by purloiners of confidential information"), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983).


32. Piper v. Chris-Craft Indus., 430 U.S. 1 (1977) (tender offeror does not have standing to sue in private damage action under Rule 14-e; purpose of tender offer rules is to protect shareholders of tendered company, not to protect tender offeror). Thus, the class of injured acquirers is not currently protected. The only argument an acquirer could make is that it should be considered an injured purchaser because it later bought a block of target stock after making an offer and was defrauded (i.e.,
Alternatively, a client company might bring a tort action against an inside trader or tipper for common law conversion\textsuperscript{34} or breach of duty of confidentiality owed to an employer.\textsuperscript{35} Such a suit for "theft" of information might result in damages such as disgorgement of that employee’s profits to the client.\textsuperscript{36} The personal gains of an insider, however, are small compared to the loss suffered by acquirers from a higher target share price caused by the leak of information to the market.\textsuperscript{37} Because most individuals’ pockets are relatively shallow, such suits would be worthwhile only where a plaintiff company can collect on the basis of the secondary liability of the intermediary firm employing the insider. Proving the vicarious liability of an employer using a respondeat superior or negligent supervision theory would be difficult in most cases.\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{34} The tort of breach of a duty of confidentiality to an employer is well established. \textit{See} \textsuperscript{18 Am. Jur. 2d Conversion §§ 1, 7, 9 (1985)}.

\textsuperscript{35} Alternatively, a client company might bring a tort action against an inside trader or tipper for common law conversion\textsuperscript{39} or breach of duty of confidentiality owed to an employer.\textsuperscript{35} Such a suit for “theft” of information might result in damages such as disgorgement of that employee’s profits to the client.\textsuperscript{36} The personal gains of an insider, however, are small compared to the loss suffered by acquirers from a higher target share price caused by the leak of information to the market.\textsuperscript{37} Because most individuals’ pockets are relatively shallow, such suits would be worthwhile only where a plaintiff company can collect on the basis of the secondary liability of the intermediary firm employing the insider. Proving the vicarious liability of an employer using a respondeat superior or negligent supervision theory would be difficult in most cases.\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{36} In many cases, however, litigation costs would outweigh the value of disgorgement.

\textsuperscript{37} Both of these theories depend on establishing a close nexus between an employee’s duties at the employer firm and her illegal behavior. Under respondeat superior, an employee’s act must be within the scope of her employment—a difficult standard to meet in cases of well-hidden inside trading or tipping. A plaintiff could argue, however, that inside traders obtained confidential information through the use of firm facilities. \textit{Cf. SEC v. Management Dynamics, Inc.}, 515 F.2d 801, 812-13 (2d Cir. 1976) (corporation liable through respondeat superior for actions of executive who used firm facilities in creating misleading appearance of activity in stock). Negligent supervision is implicated because inside trading or tipping often is done not by an employee working on a particular transaction, which would be too obvious, but by another employee in the office who learns of the deal. In such cases, a plaintiff would contend that by not barring employees’ access to information about transactions in which they are not involved, a firm may be negligent in its supervisory function. \textit{See supra
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The obstacles presented by claims under the federal securities laws and tort law make breach of contract an attractive alternative cause of action under which acquirers can recover. Injured firms have only recently begun to adopt this approach. By the end of 1986, three suits, alleging hundreds of millions of dollars in damages, had been filed by acquirers charging insider trading by intermediaries.\(^3\) In early 1987, several additional acquirer suits were brought in the aftermath of the exposure of the largest insider trading scandals in history.\(^3\)

II. LIABILITY OF INTERMEDIARIES

A. Liability of Investment Bankers—A Contract Theory

The contractual relationship between an acquirer and an intermediary should provide the basis for imposing liability when an employee-agent of the intermediary inside trades on the acquirer's information. Typically, when an acquirer hires an investment bank,\(^4\) the parties enter into an agreement specifying the obligations of the investment bank\(^4\) and often

---

\(^{38}\) Acquirer suits present an issue of first impression in the courts. Within the last year, two client firms have filed actions against employees and their investment bank employers for the extra amount they were forced to pay for target companies after insider trading pushed up share prices. See Litton Indus. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., No. 86-6447 (S.D.N.Y. filed Aug. 19, 1986); Anheuser-Busch Cos. v. Thayer, No. CA3-85-0794-R (N.D. Tex. filed Apr. 26, 1985). Acquirers contend that investment banks should be responsible for the misuse of client information by their employees and have asserted contract, tort and federal securities claims. Lengthy discovery continues in Anheuser-Busch, which is scheduled for trial in 1988. An answer has been filed in the Litton case and discovery has begun. In addition, FMC Corp. filed suit against its investment bank, Goldman, Sachs, an alleged tipper, David Brown, alleged tippees, and inside traders Dennis Levine and Ivan Boesky charging that Boesky's insider trading added $225 million to the cost of FMC's recapitalization plan. FMC Charges Boesky's Trading Raised Costs of Recapitalization $225 Million, Wall St. J., Dec. 19, 1986, at 8, col. 3; see also Boesky the Terrible, Wall St. J., Nov. 18, 1986, at 32, col. 1. FMC alleged breach of contract by Goldman, Sachs, its investment bank, and numerous federal and state law claims. Complaint at 44, FMC Corp. v. Boesky, No. 86-9879 (N.D. Ill. filed Dec. 18, 1986). A district court judge dismissed preliminarily part of the suit on grounds that FMC had not demonstrated that Boesky and others had harmed the company by their actions, and, thus, Article III standing was lacking because of lack of injury. The court noted that FMC may pursue its state law claims elsewhere and may "seek recovery . . . on the theory of breach of contract." FMC v. Boesky, No. 86C9879, slip op. at 20 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 16, 1987). FMC plans to appeal the adverse ruling and continue to seek damages for the additional costs it paid during its financial restructuring. FMC Plans to Appeal Dismissal of Lawsuit Involving Boesky, Wall St. J., Apr. 17, 1987, at 7, col. 3.

\(^{39}\) Recently two suits based on similar principles of breach of fiduciary and contractual duties were filed in connection with the 1984 takeover of Carnation by Nestle. Investors allege that Martin Siegel, an employee of Carnation's financial advisor, the investment bank Kidder, Peabody, leaked information to trader Ivan Boesky. Carnation shareholders who sold while the alleged insider trading was taking place are claiming more than $60 million in damages from Boesky, Siegel, and Kidder, Peabody. Carnation Investors Are Seeking Damages from Boesky Scandal, Wall St. J., Feb. 24, 1987, at 5, col. 1.


\(^{41}\) These agreements, called "engagement letters," set out the specific services the investment banks will provide, the fees they will be paid (usually with a contingency bonus for a percentage of the value of the deal if successful), reimbursement for expenses, and the terms of any indemnification or release. 2 M. Lipton & E. Steinberger, TAKEOVERS & FREEZEOUTS C-15-37 (4th ed. 1986).
including a provision that any advice and information generated by the investment bank at the request of the client will be given to and used solely by the client.\footnote{42} Such a provision demonstrates that the client has bargained for exclusive use of information relating to potential and actual targets and that misuse of the information by inside trading or tipping by an employee of the bank is a breach of the contract, enforceable under state law. In the wake of recent scandals, clients are more likely to insist on explicit confidentiality provisions.\footnote{48}

Even if an engagement letter does not contain precise terms spelling out the duty of the investment bank regarding confidentiality, these terms can be reasonably implied. Confidential information is a property right for which the client is paying, and use of the information by others clearly reduces its value. A small amount of insider trading and tipping can disseminate information widely in the market, eroding the opportunity for gain which the acquirer has identified.\footnote{44} The client reasonably expects that the investment bank has been hired to identify and facilitate transactions for the benefit of the client alone. The only compensation to the investment bank and its employees is that specified in the agreement and not insider trading profits. The relationship of the parties is such that confidentiality is an essential and expected term of their working relationship. A breach of confidentiality in this context should give rise to contractual liability.\footnote{45}

In addition, this argument is supported by the common law, which provides that an agent has a duty not to use the principal's resources, includ-

\footnote{42. A client seeks to lower the risk of investment bank employees using such knowledge for their own benefit. For example, in the engagement letter signed when Litton hired the investment bank, Lehman Brothers, Lehman agreed that it and all its employees would strictly maintain the confidentiality of any information collected in connection with Litton's plans to acquire Itek. Second Amended Complaint at 10, Litton Indus. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., No. 86-6447 (S.D.N.Y. filed Aug. 19, 1986). Another engagement letter, this time between Goldman, Sachs and a client, stipulated that:

Such opinion and any advice, written or oral, provided by Goldman, Sachs & Co. pursuant to this letter will be solely for the information and assistance of the Company in connection with its consideration of a transaction of the type referred to [above] and are not to be used, circulated, quoted or otherwise referred to for any other purpose.


43. Colin Blaydon, the dean of the Amos Tuck School at Dartmouth, has gone so far as to say that "today nobody in his right mind would show his investment banker sensitive information without assurances or a written agreement about disclosure." Byrne, Corporate Clients Feel Seduced and Abandoned, BUS. WK., Mar. 2, 1987, at 34, col. 1.


45. Intention to make a promise may be manifested from the course of dealing between the parties. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 4 comment a (1981) (implied contracts have same legal effect as express ones).}
Courts should interpret agreements between investment banks and clients to mean that an intermediary has assumed an explicit or implied contractual duty to take prudent precautions to prevent its employees from trading or tipping on the basis of client information. Courts should look to prevailing practices within an industry to determine what constitute reasonably prudent internal procedures.

Any other interpretation of the contract would not adequately protect clients' property interests in their information or create sufficient incentives for employers to monitor the flow of information.

Liability for breach of confidentiality will be an effective sanction only if investment banks are not contractually released from liability to their clients by a covenant not to sue. The extent to which an investment banker is indemnified for damages and legal fees arising from a client/bank relationship is an important point of negotiation in the engagement letter. In some cases, the agreement does not provide for release from liability if the investment banker is "negligent." In such cases, there

46. See, e.g., Restatement (Second) of Agency § 395 comment a (1958) ("an agent who is told by the principal of his plans . . . is not privileged to use such information at his principal's expense"). The case of an acquirer suing its investment bank can be analogized to the situation in which a collector makes an agreement with an agent that the collector will pay the agent a certain amount to scour pawn shops in search of watches which are for sale at prices less than they are worth. If the agent were to buy the watch himself or tell the seller to raise its price before the collector has a chance to buy, the agent would be violating his contractual duty to the employer/principal. Similarly, when an insider trades or tips, he alerts the target (the "watch seller") of its undervalued status and deprives the client of potential gain. This situation may also be compared to the case in which an entrepreneur entrusts a trade secret in confidence to a manufacturer who then uses the secret for personal gain, outside the terms of the agreement reached with the entrepreneur. See, e.g., Schreyer v. Casco Prod. Corp., 190 F.2d 921, 924 (2d Cir. 1951), cert. denied, 432 U.S. 913 (1952).

47. See supra note 17; infra note 51. Obviously, courts could not unduly burden intermediaries by holding them to a standard close to strict liability.

48. See supra note 44.

49. See Note, Investment Bankers' Fairness Opinions in Corporate Control Transactions, 96 Yale L.J. 119, 140 n.122 (1986). A clearer liability standard for intermediary firms will have lasting effect in that the market for intermediary services will constrain the extent to which parties can negotiate away liability. A client will not release all its rights against an intermediary because it will want some assurance of the integrity of the firm it engages and will be willing to pay some increased cost to obtain this assurance. Clients greatly value the ability of intermediaries to maintain confidentiality. Cf. Stevenson, A Broker Who Went Too Far, N.Y. Times, Mar. 20, 1987, at 33, col. 3 (Jefferies & Co., a brokerage concern used by corporate acquirers, appears to have been popular with big investors because it afforded its clients greater confidentiality than that available at other brokerage houses. For example, clients were identified internally only by code numbers and letters to minimize the chance of leaks.). Because clients will be attracted to firms with high internal standards, the intermediary will still want to assume as much of the risk as it can control through monitoring mechanisms. Thus, in future engagement agreements, it will continue to be efficient to allocate the risk of loss from intermediary employee insider trading to the intermediary, who is best able to take additional precautions.

50. The following is an example of a release with conenant not to sue contained in an indemnity provision in an engagement letter. This provision does not release the investment bank for actions arising from its bad faith or negligence:

We also agree that neither you, nor any of your affiliates, nor any officer, director, employee or agent of you . . . shall have any liability to us for or in connection with such engagement except for any such liability for losses, claims, damages, liabilities or expenses . . . that result primarily from your bad faith or negligence.

2 M. Lipton & E. Steinberger, supra note 41, at C-18.
would be no obstacle to a client's suing for breach of contract because its bank insufficiently monitored the use of confidential information. 51

In other cases, a bank may be released by a covenant not to sue except for claims arising from the "gross negligence" or "bad faith" of the bank. 52 In such situations, a bifurcated standard may be useful in identifying "gross" rather than "ordinary" negligence on the part of a bank. For example, if a partner or managing director of a bank trades or tips on the basis of confidential information, it is reasonable to rely on principles of partnership or enterprise liability and classify this behavior as gross negligence by a firm. 53 A professional group should be responsible for reasonable knowledge of the integrity of its members. If, however, a lower level employee, such as a file clerk or analyst, trades or tips, it would be more difficult to hold a bank to a duty of strict supervision. Depending on the monitoring devices used, however, a firm could be implicated in the illegal activities of non-managerial employees. A difficulty with this approach would be to determine within the middle levels of

51. Some financial firms have less stringent procedures, while others maintain extensive systems to keep all important information within the group that is working on a deal. For example, at the mergers and acquisitions department of E.F. Hutton, code names are used in all communications for details such as the project, client, and other companies involved. Any request for information from the firm's research department or outside sources must be cleared by the "leader" of the team working on the deal, and team members are instructed not to discuss any projects or travel plans within "hearing range" of people not on the team or in any public place. Insider Trading Dilemma, 21 Mergers & Acquisitions, July/Aug. 1986, at 7-8. If a firm did not engage in procedures similar to those of Hutton, one could argue that the firm was negligent in its supervisory function. See supra note 17 (precautions firms can take).

Recently, law firms have become more concerned about attorneys and other employees investing or trading in client-related stock. One author advocates providing clear written guidelines for investments, requiring all employees to sign an agreement that they understand and agree to abide by the policy, and holding periodic meetings to explain the guidelines and emphasize the consequences of a violation. Judge, Getting Tough on Attorney Investing, AM. LAW., April 1987, at 10.

52. The following is an example of a release with covenant not to sue contained in an indemnity provision in an engagement letter. This provision releases the investment bank for all actions except those arising from gross negligence or bad faith ("willful misfeasance"):

The Company agrees to indemnify and hold Investment Banker harmless against any and all losses, claims, damages, liabilities, or expenses . . . to which Investment Banker may become subject arising from or in connection with the services which are the subject of this letter . . . provided, however, that the Company shall not be obligated under the foregoing indemnity [sic] agreement in respect of (i) any loss . . . to the extent that a court having jurisdiction shall have determined by a final judgment that such loss . . . resulted from the willful misfeasance or gross negligence of Investment Banker . . . .


53. For example, Dennis Levine was a managing director at Drexel Burnham Lambert and Martin Siegel was a partner at Kidder, Peabody. See supra note 1.

54. In a partnership, any partner may be held liable in damages for the professional negligence of any co-partner. 60 AM. JUR. 2d Partnership § 166 (1972). In this context, where an investment bank undertook to maintain confidentiality of information, the misuse of client information for personal gain clearly constitutes professional negligence. In addition, with regard to conversion, the Uniform Partnership Act provides that a partnership is bound to make good where the partnership in the course of its business receives property (i.e., in this case, the confidential information) of a third person (the client) and the property so received is misapplied by any partner while it is in the custody of the partnership. Unif. Partnership Act § 14 (1969).
managerial personnel precisely what constitutes gross negligence on the part of the employer.

B. Liability of Other Intermediaries

In addition to investment bankers, lawyers and accountants owe their clients a duty to maintain confidentiality and prevent misuse of client information. Lawyers who use client information for personal gain violate their ethical duty. Moreover, any attempt to indemnify lawyers (and probably accountants) would fail as a violation of professional ethical standards and perhaps as an agreement against public policy. Thus, a client firm can rely on the breach of duty of confidentiality or professional negligence theory against lawyers and accountants—a corollary of the contract theory used against investment bankers.

III. CAUSATION AND PROOF AND CALCULATION OF DAMAGES

The enormity of the potential liability of intermediaries whose employees trade on the basis of clients’ confidential acquisition plans makes civil
damage suits by acquirers for increased costs of takeovers an alarming prospect to Wall Street employers.\textsuperscript{59} While the common law provides a cause of action for breach of contract or fiduciary duty for acquirers, the issues relating to causation and damages appear complex and controversial. Nevertheless, innovative solutions can overcome such difficulties.

A. \textit{Causation and Proof of the Acquirer's Loss}

For acquirers to prove compensable loss in value with reasonable certainty they must establish two causal links: first, that the insider trading or tipping, in breach of the agreement, caused the target share price to rise; and, second, that the acquirer paid a higher price for the target than it would otherwise have paid because of the increased share price before public announcement.\textsuperscript{60} In proving the first prong, acquirers should assert that insider trading devalues their information by causing a rise in the price of the target's stock in the period before any public announcement of their bid.\textsuperscript{61} Although isolating a single cause is difficult because stock prices respond to many stimuli,\textsuperscript{62} commentators have demonstrated that, despite the large number of variables, a few knowledgeable traders who control a crucial volume of trading activity can rapidly cause a stock price to reflect new information.\textsuperscript{63} Even a single informed trader may cause

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{59} Litton Industries, for example, in a suit against investment bank Shearson Lehman Brothers, estimates its loss in the takeover of Itek at $30 million. Litton Indus. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., No. 86-6447 (S.D.N.Y. filed Aug. 19, 1986). In another case, FMC has filed suit seeking $225 million. FMC Corp. v. Boesky, No. 86C9879, slip op. at 20 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 15, 1987); see supra note 38.

\bibitem{60} Even if an injured acquirer cannot meet the burden of proving its lost profits with sufficient certainty, to the extent that the acquirer relied on the contract in making commitments and spending money, it can recover these costs as damages if the breach frustrates its venture, as it does in this situation. See E.A. Farnsworth, \textit{Contracts} § 12.16, at 888-89 (1982) (reliance as an alternative measure of damages). Thus, in addition to paying an inflated price for shares purchased when the tender offer or merger takes place, the acquirer must pay more on the open market for shares bought before the transaction is announced. An acquirer may purchase up to 5% of a target before being required to file a Form 13D with the SEC, stating its intentions. 17 C.F.R. § 240.13d (1979). After filing, the acquirer may continue to purchase shares. \textit{Id}. In the typical tender offer, an acquirer will acquire a substantial block of stock in the target before commencing the offer, claiming on the Form 13D that it holds these shares for "investment purposes."

\bibitem{61} See supra note 11 and accompanying text.

\bibitem{62} Systematic market forces, see Modigliani & Pogue, \textit{An Introduction to Risk and Return: Concepts and Evidence}, 30 FIN. ANALYSTS J. 68, 76-77 (2d ed. 1964); R. Brealey & S. Myers, \textit{Principles of Corporate Finance} 140 (2d ed. 1984), industry specific factors, and speculators (short-swing traders, such as arbitragers, who buy or sell because of recent changes in the price of a security) may cause shifts. Another bidder may have entered the picture as a result of its own research. Insiders of the client or the target may be trading. The target itself, attuned to any fluctuation, may try to deflect suspected maneuvers by defensive tactics which affect stock price. Finally, the relationship between buying, selling and share price is complex. See infra notes 63-64. Factors such as speculation in the media about rumored takeovers, acquisition of "foothold positions" in the target company's stock by the bidder and whether the offer is a friendly one may help explain increases in target stock prices before takeover bids are announced. Factors Other Than Insider Trading Can Boost Stock Price Before a Bid, SEC Says, Wall St. J., Mar. 11, 1987, at 4, col. 5.

\bibitem{63} See, e.g., Givoly & Palmon, supra note 11, at 69, 86 (major part of observed abnormal performance of insiders likely to be due to price changes arising from information revealed through insider trades themselves); R. Brealey, \textit{An Introduction to Risk and Return from Common

price movement by repeated trading at a premium above the "uninformed" price. Finally, an acquirer must use trading records to establish that that particular insider, and not another trader, was responsible.

After an acquirer has shown that insider trading drove up the target share price before public announcement of a takeover, the acquirer must demonstrate that the higher share price caused by insider trading, in turn, led it to pay more for the target. Empirical evidence demonstrates that acquirers pay a certain percentage of premium above the pre-bid market price rather than absolute dollar figures. In evaluating a target, an acquirer estimates what premium over the current market price it will have to offer to achieve control. In addition, studies of takeovers under laws requiring relatively early disclosure have concluded that when information

---

64. See Gilson & Kraakman, supra note 44, at 570. Gilson and Kraakman argue that prices come to reflect information which is only available to a small group of market professionals because "a minority of knowledgeable traders who control a critical volume of trading activity" can cause rapid price equilibration. Id. at 569. A single knowledgeable trader with sufficient resources can bring about price changes by persistent trading at a premium over the "uninformed" price, perhaps by triggering temporary fluctuations in price and volume that alert an uninformed majority to the existence of new information. Id. at 570 n.67. Intermediary employees frequently pass information to arbitragers who are likely to be in positions allowing them to exercise such influence. A good example of such a "single informed trader" with large resources was Ivan Boesky. Boesky's financial resources enabled him to buy, based on inside information about impending tender offers, 1,700,000 shares of Carnation Co. (4.9% of the company, at an approximate cost of $92 million) and 817,500 shares of Natomas Co. (1.6% of the company), to cite just two instances of his market power. Glaberson, Wall St. Informer Admits His Guilt in Insider Trading, N.Y. Times, Feb. 14, 1987, at 1, col. 1; Standard & Poor's Corp., Daily Stock Price Record NYSE 73 (July/Aug./Sept. 1984); Id. at 292 (Jan./Feb./Mar. 1983); Id. at 298 (Apr./May/June 1983).

65. For example, the Litton complaint alleges that Levine caused to be purchased 50,000 shares of the target, Itek, beginning four days after Litton decided to pursue control of Itek. Second Amended Complaint, at 10–11, Litton Indus. v. Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb, Inc., No. 86-6447 (S.D.N.Y. filed Aug. 19, 1986); see supra note 38.

66. In theory, one could argue that acquirers do not spend more if: (1) the target company has an intrinsic value; 2) the acquirer believes it knows this value and will not bid more than a set, absolute price; and 3) because markets are efficient, the acquirer will have to pay this absolute price to buy. The market efficiency theory views auctions for control as a mechanism for moving target share price to its intrinsic value. Since bidding eventually would have pushed the price up to this level, regardless of other factors, the fact that insider trading has caused some price rise is irrelevant. It means only that the difference between the market price and the successful tender offer price—the premium—is smaller, while the ultimate price paid remains the same. Thus, the acquirer would be precluded from showing any damages in a "perfect" market where information is immediately and costlessly available to all. In reality, however, transactions costs prevent perfect information flow, creating opportunities for acquirers to profit from superior information by paying less than the firm's intrinsic value. See Gilson & Kraakman, supra note 44, at 609.

67. See, e.g., M. Lipton & E. Steinberger, TAKEOVERS AND FREEZEOUTS 23, 24 (1st ed. 1978). In the late 1960's, before the takeover wave of the mid-1970's, premiums averaged around 25% over market share price. In the late 1970's to early 1980's, the average premium rose to near 50%, and has since declined to 35–40%. W.T. Grimm & Co., MERGERSTAT REVIEW 1985 121 (1986).

68. See B. Fox & E. Fox, supra note 12, ¶ 27.03[2][6] (factors which enter into acquirer's calculation of premium). See generally Greenhill, Structuring an Offer, 32 BUS. LAW. 1305 (1977) (discussing investment bank's role in advising acquirers on hostile tender offer and determining offering price).
is released earlier (as it is here by insider trading), the acquirer pays a higher premium, whether or not an auction later occurs. 69

In addition to the acquirer's own calculations, the target's willingness to sell and the ultimate price reached through negotiation are affected by the pre-announcement market price. When an acquirer values an acquisition candidate, it typically combines four indicators—discounted cash flow, prices paid for comparable acquisitions, 70 the performance of common stock relative to comparable companies, and liquidation analysis (based on the first three measures plus individual valuation of company assets). 71

With the exception of discounted cash flow, which is based on the net present value of the cash flows generated by the business, each of these methods takes into account market price of target shares. 72 Thus, a change in market share price will alert a target that it can command a higher premium than the one originally contemplated by an acquirer and encourage defensive tactics in a hostile situation or a tougher negotiating stance in a friendly merger. 73

---


70. Investment bankers review prices paid for companies in similar industries with attributes similar to those of the target, based on data such as W.T. GRIMM & Co., supra note 67, at 126 (1985) (average premiums paid in various industries).


72. For comparable acquisitions, premium comparison involves using market price as a baseline, see supra note 70; for performance of common stock, use of market price is obvious; for liquidation, stock price is incorporated secondarily through its use in the other methods.

73. Some might argue, however, that acquirers are actually helped rather than hurt by the leak of information through intermediaries, if such leaks are solely to arbitragers. See generally The Place of Arbitrageurs in Mergers and Acquisitions, MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS, July/Aug. 1986, at 24. The leaks may move target stock into "friendly" hands. Arbitragers who know about an impending takeover buy up smaller holdings to amass target stock (usually just less than 5% to avoid filling a Form 13D). When the acquirer eventually makes its offer, the offer may be more likely to succeed because the arbitragers are more willing to sell than other investors. For this reason, some have argued that acquirers implicitly consent to selective leaks by their investment bankers because it is in the client's interest. See Anders, Cloudy Cases: Insider-Trading Law Leads to an Array of Interpretations, Wall St. J., Feb. 19, 1987, at 31, col. 3; Scandal Primer, Wall St. J., Feb. 18, 1987, at 26, col. 1. If there is any significant evidence that the acquirer acquiesced in or intentionally closed its eyes to this kind of tipping, the acquirer would not be entitled to any damages because it would have, in effect, changed the terms of the contract by giving later instructions to its agent. See E.A. FARNsworth, supra note 60, § 4.25. Without such evidence, the possibility of an acquirer benefitting from intermediary tips should not be an obstacle to recovery for breach of contract. First, the assumption that tipping to arbitragers helps acquirers is debatable. Although an arbitrager may have received information about a certain acquirer, nothing prevents the arbitrager from selling to a competing bidder. In addition, buying by arbitragers tends to drive up the price the acquirer must pay, and, to the extent that blocks are amassed, makes it easier for a competing bidder as well as the original acquirer to succeed. Second, one must ask: Who is likely to bring such suits and how probable is it that these would-be plaintiffs acquiesced in tipping? Initially, acquirers considering filing suit will consult legal counsel who will inquire into any evidence of implied consent to the tipping by the acquirer. If the lawyer discovers such evidence, she will advise the acquirer that its claim is not worth pursuing. The self-selection of plaintiffs will tend to screen out suits by acquiescing acquirers. In addition, those most likely to sue are not professional "raiders" who are more likely to be part of an arbitrage network and would not want to jeopardize their beneficial ongoing relationship with an investment bank, but rather companies who consulted an investment bank on a one-time basis to address a specific corpo-
B. *Damages for Breach of Contract*

Injured acquirers may present two theories on loss entitling them to damages: disgorgement of profits by the inside trader and his tippees\(^7\) and the fair market value of the exclusive use of their confidential information. Although the disgorgement measure is easy to compute from purchase and sale records,\(^5\) it has the disadvantages of not placing pressure on firms to improve monitoring,\(^7\) inadequately compensating the acquirer for its lost business opportunity,\(^7\) and creating problems of multiple recovery.\(^7\) The better measure of damages, the fair market value of the exclusive use of the information, is the injured party's expectation of the value of the contract—the usual measure of relief for breach of contract.\(^7\)

The most common form of relief for breach of contract is the awarding of damages,\(^8\) measured by the injured party's expectation.\(^8\) Two measures of damages are important in computing the expectation of injured acquirers: loss in value and "other loss." The loss in value from the defi-
cient performance of services specified in a contract (here, the engagement letter) is the difference between the value to the injured party of the services that were to have been rendered—the facilitation of transactions desired by an acquirer and maintenance of confidentiality of the deal—and the value to the injured party of the services that were actually rendered. The "other loss," which gives rise to "incidental" or "consequential" damages, includes additional costs incurred after breach in a reasonable attempt to avoid more serious losses. The increased amount that an acquirer must pay to consummate the deal after the insider trading may be characterized as additional costs paid in an attempt to avoid the loss of aborting the takeover.

An acquirer's recovery may be affected by two common law exceptions to the general principle of recovery based on the promisee's expectations. First, an injured party cannot recover loss that the party in breach could not have foreseen as a probable result of the breach when the contract was made. The party in breach, however, need not have foreseen the particular way the loss came about. Under this test, an intermediary firm need only have foreseen that if one of its agents traded or tipped on the basis of a client's confidential information, breaching the confidentiality agreement, then the client would have to pay more to complete the deal—an easily foreseeable consequence. Second, and more important, an injured party cannot recover for loss in excess of the amount that "the evidence permits to be established with reasonable certainty." An acquirer's loss may appear difficult to prove, but in recent cases concerning lost business opportunities courts have been willing to allow the injured party an opportunity to offer proof of lost profits. This change, along with the

82. See id. § 12.9, at 844.
83. See id. at 845.
84. Id.
85. For a description of the nature of this loss, which includes the loss of "sunk costs" of information gathering and lost business opportunity, see supra note 9 and accompanying text.
86. E.A. Farnsworth, supra note 60, § 12.8, at 841. The third exception, that the injured party cannot recover damages for loss that he could have avoided, is less important in this context. The only way that an acquirer could avoid the loss of the additional costs caused by insider trading would be by aborting the transaction. By avoiding that loss, however, the acquirer would probably be causing itself even greater loss in the form of lost profits from the missed business opportunity and the loss of any return on its investment.
88. Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 351 (1981); see also Spang Indus. v. Aetna Casualty & Sur. Co., 512 F.2d 365 (2d Cir. 1975) (subcontractor liable for loss caused by "unforeseen delays").
89. "The party in breach need not have consented, even tacitly, to be liable for the loss . . . ."
E.A. Farnsworth, supra note 60, § 12.14, at 876.
90. Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 352 (1981); see also E.A. Farnsworth, supra note 60, § 12.15. The modern common law trend has been to relax the requirement. Id. § 12.15 at 881.
91. See, e.g., Lee v. Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, 552 F.2d 447, 455 (2d Cir. 1977) (lost profits proper measure of damages even if prospective business not yet established); Contemporary Mission, Inc. v. Famous Music Corp., 557 F.2d 918, 927 (2d Cir. 1977) (error not to admit statistical analysis
greater willingness on the part of courts to allow proof by expert opinion and by complex economic and financial analysis, will make it easier for an acquirer to pass the "reasonable certainty" test.

Although there are many variables involved, a court can use expert testimony to estimate what portion of the price fluctuation was caused by insider trading. The practice of employing expert testimony in this context would not be unusual. For example, in shareholder derivative suits against officers and directors for self-dealing, courts have relied on expert financial advisors' opinions to determine the proper value of the stock absent the improper conduct. Similarly, in actions under section 11(e) of the Securities Act of 1933, which provides for express liability for false or misleading statements in a registration statement, the defendant is permitted to contest damages by showing that the drop in stock price was caused by market factors other than the omitted information. The damages for breach of contract by the intermediary should be based on the number of shares the acquirer eventually obtained in the tender offer or merger multiplied by the effect of the insider trading on the market price of the target shares.

IV. Conclusion

This Note has argued that acquirers should be able to recover damages from intermediary firms when an employee of the intermediary trades or tips on the basis of the acquirer's confidential information. The contract and expert testimony to show lost royalties due to breach of contract to promote musical composition); William B. Tanner Co. v. WIOO, Inc., 528 F.2d 262, 271 (3d Cir. 1975) (damages from breach of contract may fail to realize expected profit); see also E.A. Farnsworth, supra note 60, § 12.15, at 886. This change in the law has been inspired by more liberal rules for proof of prospective profits under the antitrust laws and the rule that a party to an aleatory contract (such as an insurance contract) may recover damages based on the "value of the chance." Id. at 886-88.

92. E.A. Farnsworth, supra note 60, § 12.15, at 887.


94. See, e.g., State Teachers Retirement Bd. v. Fluor Corp., 566 F. Supp. 945, 954 (S.D.N.Y. 1983) (in nondisclosure case, measure of damages is difference between selling price and fair market value of stock if all material non-public information had been disclosed, determined by jury with aid of expert testimony). In addition, courts have been more receptive in recent years to allowing recovery for loss of possible profits, see supra note 93, including those from the sale of securities. See, e.g., Plaine v. McCabe, 790 F.2d 742, 751, 753 (9th Cir. 1986) (even though state commission determined merger price was fair, target shareholder may be able to show that had defendants fully complied with securities laws, plaintiff would have obtained higher price for shares).


96. See, e.g., Feit v. Leasco Data Processing Equip. Corp., 332 F. Supp. 544, 585 (E.D.N.Y. 1971) (damage figure should be adjusted to take account of market decline which would have affected any security).

97. For example, if a target's shares were trading at $10 before any takeover activity and rose to $17 by the time a tender offer at $22 per share was announced, a court could determine that $5 of the price rise per share was caused by insider trading and $4 by other market factors. The acquirer would be entitled to damages of $3 multiplied by the number of shares bought in the tender offer.
tual relationship between an acquirer and an intermediary regarding confidentiality should provide the basis for liability. Allowing acquirers to hold intermediary firms liable will increase incentives for acquirers to undertake searches to identify takeover candidates, resulting in takeovers which may benefit target shareholders through replacement of inefficient managers or the payment of premiums. In addition, such suits promote the deterrence and detection of insider trading by intermediary firms. Elimination of ambiguity surrounding the intermediary's contractual duty regarding confidential client information will propel intermediaries toward the optimal level of internal monitoring.